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Chapter 1 of this book is now available online:
bit.ly/2k3dSK6Chapter 8 of this book is now available
online: bit.ly/2jxrv4F Getting started with Java
programming language is a hands-on guide to begin
developing programs using Java. This book is meant for
students and professionals with little or no knowledge of
Java. The examples that accompany this book are based
on Java 8. You can download the examples (consisting
of 30 sample projects) discussed in this book from the
following Google Drive location: https://drive.google.com/
open?id=0B1IwsLB5TOglZXYxWW9JMndUX3M.
Chapter 1 – Hello World! Chapter 2 – Variables, data
types and operators Chapter 3 – Control flow statements
Chapter 4 – Objects, classes and methods Chapter 5 –
Packages, access modifiers, static and this keywords
Chapter 6 – Object-oriented programming concepts
Chapter 7 – Abstract classes and interfaces Chapter 8 –
Exception handling Chapter 9 – Arrays, immutability,
recursive methods and wrapper classes
?????Java????????????????,????Java??????,????????
?????????????????????????????????11????
?????????????
Java??????JavaWorld?????http://www.javaworld.com.tw
/ ??????? http://openhome.cc/Gossip/????????????????
?????????????JavaWorld????????????????????????Jav
a?Java SE6??????????????????????????????????????
??????Java??????????? Java SE 6???java.lang?java.util
?java.io?java.awt??????????????JDBC 4.0???????JDK
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6?????Apache Derby?Java???????????????Java
SE6???????????? ???? * ??? Java ?????? * ?? JDBC ??
* Java SE 6 ????? * ???????????????????? Ch1 ??Java
Ch2 ???? Ch3 ???? Ch4 ? autoboxing?unboxing ????
Ch5 ?? Ch6 ?? Ch7 ???Encapsulation? Ch8
???Inheritance?????Polymorphism? Ch9 ?????? Ch10
?????Exception Handling? Ch11 ?????Enumerated
Types? Ch12 ???Generics? Ch13 ?????Container? Ch14
?? ?? Ch15 ????Thread? Ch16 ???Reflection? Ch17
Annotation Ch18 ???? Ch19 ???? - ????? Ch20 JDBC??
Ch21 Java SE6?????
This book is a one time reference and a solid
introduction, written from the programmer s point of view
that contains hundreds of examples covering every
aspect of Java 6. It helps you master the entire spectrum
of Java 6 from Generics to Security enhancements; from
new applet deployment enhancements to Networking;
from Servlets to XML; from Sound and Animation to
database handling; from Java Naming from
Internationalization to Dynamic Scripting and Groovy and
much more.
Your all-encompassing guide to learning Android app
development If you're an aspiring or beginning
programmer interested in creating apps for the Android
market—which grows in size and downloads every
day—this is your comprehensive, one-stop guide. Android
Application Development All-in-One For Dummies covers
the information you absolutely need to get started
developing apps for Android. Inside, you'll quickly get up
to speed on Android programming concepts and put your
new knowledge to use to manage data, program cool
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phone features, refine your applications, navigate
confidently around the Android native development kit,
and add important finishing touches to your apps.
Covering the latest features and enhancements to the
Android Software Developer's Kit, this friendly, hands-on
guide walks you through Android programming basics,
shares techniques for developing great Android
applications, reviews Android hardware, and much more.
All programming examples, including the sample
application, are available for download from the book's
website Information is carefully organized and presented
in an easy-to-follow format 800+ pages of content make
this an invaluable resource at an unbeatable price
Written by an expert Java educator, Barry Burd, who
authors the bestselling Java For Dummies Go from
Android newbie to master programmer in no time with
the help of Android Application Development All-in-One
For Dummies!
Provides a thorough introduction to woking with the
Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) and the APIs
used to create applications to run on wireless and
embedded devices, as well as information on the
javax.microedition and core classes and the classes
specific to diverse wireless platforms supported by
J2ME. Original. (Intermediate)
???Java 14?????? ???Java?????? ???Unicode??????
???Lab???? ??????????????????????????????????????
?????Java 9??????JVM?JRE?Java SE
API?JDK?IDE????? ?????Java SE
API?????????????Java SE API?????? ???Java
14???????????Java?Unicode???????????
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??????????Lab????????????
?IDE???????????????????? #???? GOTOP
Fully updated for Java SE 11, this book covers the most
important Java programming topics that you need to master
to be able to learn other technologies yourself. By fully
understanding all the chapters and doing the exercises you'll
be able to perform an intermediate Java programmer's daily
tasks quite well. This book offers the three subjects that a
professional Java programmer must be proficient in: - Java as
a programming language; - Object-oriented programming
(OOP) with Java; - Java core libraries.
Intended for Java Card applet developers, platform
implementers, and technical managers seeking an overall
understanding of Java Card technology, this guide provides
an introduction to the development of applications with Java
Card technology based on Java Card version 2.1. Includes an
introduction to the platform, an overview and discussion of
the technology, a programming guide, and tips. Annotation
copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
?????????Apache??????Spring???Web??,?????????Web???
???????????
Aimed for programmers, offers an accelerated introduction to
the 1.4 release of Java 2 Standard edition covering topics
such as syntax, object-oriented features, and Java
development tools.
Learn Java for Android Development, Third Edition, is an
update of a strong selling book that now includes a primer on
Android app development (in Chapter 1 and Appendix C,
which is distributed in the book’s code archive). This book
teaches programmers the essential Java language skills
necessary for effectively picking up and using the new
Android SDK platform to build mobile, embedded, and even
PC apps, especially game apps. Android development is hot,
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and many programmers are interested in joining the fun.
However, because this technology is based on Java, you
should first obtain a solid grasp of the Java language and its
APIs in order to improve your chances of succeeding as an
effective Android app developer. This book helps you do that.
Each of the book’s 16 chapters provides an exercise section
that gives you the opportunity to reinforce your understanding
of the chapter’s material. Answers to the book’s more than
700 exercises are provided in an appendix. A second
appendix provides a significant game-oriented Java
application, which you can convert into an Android app. Once
you complete this one-of-a-kind book written by Jeff Friesen,
an expert Java developer and JavaWorld.com columnist, you
should be ready to begin your indie or professional Android
app development journey.
????????Java???????, ????, ?????????, ??, ???, ????,
???????.
???????JSP????????????19?,???:JSP?????JSP???????????
?????????
Java SE 7???? (???)??????????
The only comprehensive set of guidelines for secure Java
programming - from the field's leading organizations, CERT
and Oracle • •Authoritative, end-to-end code-level
requirements for building secure systems with any recent
version of Java, including the new Java 7 •Presents
techniques that also improve safety, reliability, dependability,
robustness, availability, maintainability, and other attributes of
quality. •Includes extensive risk assessment guidance, plus
references for further information. This is the first
authoritative, comprehensive compilation of code-level
requirements for building secure systems in Java. Organized
by CERT's pioneering software security experts, with support
from Oracle's own Java platform developers, it covers every
facet of secure software coding with Java 7 SE and Java 6
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SE, and offers value even to developers working with other
Java versions. The authors itemize the most common coding
errors leading to vulnerabilities in Java programs, and provide
specific guidelines for avoiding each of them. They show how
to produce programs that are not only secure, but also safer,
more reliable, more robust, and easier to maintain. After a
high-level introduction to Java application security, eighteen
consistently-organized chapters detail specific guidelines for
each facet of Java development. Each set of guidelines
defines conformance, presents both noncompliant examples
and corresponding compliant solutions, shows how to assess
risk, and offers references for further information. To limit this
book's size, the authors focus on 'normative requirements':
strict rules for what programmers must do for their work to be
secure, as defined by conformance to specific standards that
can be tested through automated analysis software. (Note: A
follow-up book will present 'non-normative requirements':
recommendations for what Java developers typically 'should'
do to further strengthen program security beyond testable
'requirements.')
?????35?,?????Tomcat??????Tomcat???????,?????Java????
????Tomcat?Web?????????????
???? ????? 1z0-803 OCA Java SE 7 Programmer I ????
1z0-804 OCP Java SE 7 Programmer II ???? 1z0-805 Java 7
??? ???????????? ?OCA/OCP Java SE 7 Programmer
??????? ????? OCA/OCP Java SE 7 Programmer ?Java 7.0
?????? ???????????????-??OCP Java SE 6
Programmer?????????????? OCA/OCP JavaSE 7
Programmer ???????????????????????????????????? Java
7 ????????????????????????????????? ???? 20 ????1995
???? Java ????????????????????????????????????????????
????(set-top
box)???????????????????????????????????????
???????Java ??????????????????(97%)??????????????????
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??????????????????????????????? 70% ????????? Java
???TIOBE ????????????? Java
???????????????????????????? Java ????????????????
#???? GOTOP Information Inc.
JWorld@TW???????Java??????????? ??? ?????
???OCP/JP??SCJP????? ?Coin???JSR166y?JDBC
4.1?NIO.2?Java SE 7????? ?JDK???IDE??????
??????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
???Java SE 7????????????????????????????????????
?????JVM?JRE?Java SE API?JDK?IDE????????? ?????Java
SE API??????????????Java SE API??????
??????????Lab????????????
?IDE????????????????????????????????????? #????
GOTOP Information Inc.
???Java????????????????????????Java??????????????????
Java???Java????????????API??????GUI???IO????????????
??JDBC????????????——??????
21?????????????????????
Java 6 in Simple Steps is an ideal book for beginners to learn
Java 6. This book contains code of many executable
programs that helps you to understand the concepts of Java
6 in a simple way. It is a good choice for readers looking for a
book covering maximum core Java concepts alongwith
various examples.The book covers:· Introduction to Java SE
6· Step by step procedure to download and install Java SE 6·
Variables, Data Types, Operators and Arrays· Conditional,
Iteration, and Jump Statements· Classes, Methods,
Packages, and Access Specifiers· Implementation of OOP
concepts· Exception Handling· Threads Implementation·
Collection Framework· Implementation of Input / Output
operations· AWT and Swing Components· Event Handling·
Applets and Advanced GUI Features
Each release of Java from Java 1.4 to Java 5 to Java 6 brings
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a wealth of powerful new classes, exceptional new language
features, and other exciting improvements. New Java: Java
1.4, Java 5, and Java 6 covers the features new to each
major release and is ideal for an experienced programmer
who wants to master Java and its newest features. Quickly
master all of the features of Java from generics to digital
signatures and auto-boxing to web services. Each feature
gets its own chapter with explanation and clear,
understandable examples. Taken together the book will bring
any competent programmer up to speed on Java 1.4, Java 5,
and Java 6.
Java EE?????????????????????Java EE?????????????????
???????????????????????????Java
EE????????????????????Java EE???????????????????????
????????????????????????????Java
EE??????????????????????Struts 2?Spring?Hibernate??????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????Java
EE????????????????????????????????????????????
???9???????Java EE????????Java
Web?????HTML?JavaScript???JSP?????Struts 2???Hibernat
e???Spring??????SSH???????????????????Java
EE?????????Java EE????????????????Java
EE??????????????Java EE?????????
???????????????????Java
EE??????????????????????????????????Java
EE?????????????????????????????
???Java 9??????? ?????Java?????? ?JDK???IDE??????
???Lab????
????????????????????????????????????????????????
???Java SE 9??????????????????????????????????
?????Java 9??????JVM?JRE?Java SE
API?JDK?IDE????????? ?????Java SE
API??????????????Java SE API??????
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??????????Lab???????????? ?IDE?????????????????????
#???? GOTOP Information Inc.
??????????????3?,?16?,??????????????Java??,???????????
?????????????????????
- ??OCP/JP??SCJP????? - Lambda????????API??Java SE
8??????? - JDK???IDE?????? - ????????????? ????????????
?????????????????????????????????????? ???Java SE
8????????????????????????????????? ?????JVM?JRE?Java
SE API?JDK?IDE???????? ?????Java SE
API??????????????Java SE API?????
??????????Lab???????????
?IDE???????????????????????????????????? #????
GOTOP Information Inc.
?????????????????
Expert Oracle and Java Security: Programming Secure
Oracle Database Applications with Java provides resources
that every Java and Oracle database application programmer
needs to ensure that they have guarded the security of the
data and identities entrusted to them. You'll learn to consider
potential vulnerabilities, and to apply best practices in secure
Java and PL/SQL coding. Author David Coffin shows how to
develop code to encrypt data in transit and at rest, to
accomplish single sign-on with Oracle proxy connections, to
generate and distribute two-factor authentication tokens from
the Oracle server using pagers, cell phones (SMS), and email, and to securely store and distribute Oracle application
passwords. Early chapters lay the foundation for effective
security in an Oracle/Java environment. Each of the later
chapters brings example code to a point where it may be
applied as-is to address application security issues.
Templates for applications are also provided to help you bring
colleagues up to the same secure application standards. If
you are less familiar with either Java or Oracle PL/SQL, you
will not be left behind; all the concepts in this book are
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introduced as to a novice and addressed as to an expert.
Helps you protect against data loss, identity theft, SQL
injection, and address spoofing Provides techniques for
encryption on network and disk, code obfuscation and wrap,
database hardening, single sign-on and two-factor Provides
what database administrators need to know about secure
password distribution, Java secure programming, Java stored
procedures, secure application roles in Oracle, logon triggers,
database design, various connection pooling schemes, and
much more
???????J2ME?????????????????????????????,????MIDP1.0
???????2.0????,??????????????
??1z0-858 Oracle Certified Professional Java EE Web
Component Developer (?:SCWCD) ? 300+????????????? ?
??Prometric?Pearson VUE?? ? ????OCP JavaEE 5
WCD??11????? ?
????????????????????????????????????????? ?
????????????????????????Web???????? ????OCP JavaEE
5 WCD?????????????? OCP JavaEE 5 WCD?Oracle
Java??Web?????????????????????Java
Servlet?JSP?Web?????????????JavaEE????????OCP
JavaEE 5 WCD???????????????????????????????????????
???????? ????????????????????????????????????????????
?????OCP JavaEE 5 WCD?????????????????OCP JavaEE
5 WCD???11?????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????OCP JavaEE 5
WCD??????????????????????????????? #???? GOTOP
Information Inc.

This book is designed to introduce object-oriented
programming (OOP) in C++ and Java, and is divided
into four areas of coverage: Preliminaries: Explains
the basic features of C, C++, and Java such as data
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types, operators, control structures, storage classes,
and array structures. Part I : Covers classes, objects,
data abstraction, function overloading, information
hiding, memory management, inheritance, binding,
polymorphism, class template using working
illustrations based on simple concepts. Part II :
Discusses all the paradigms of Java programming
with ready-to-use programs. Part III : Contains eight
Java packages with their full structures. The book
offers straightforward explanations of the concepts of
OOP and discusses the use of C++ and Java in
OOP through small but effective illustrations. It is
ideally suited for undergraduate/postgraduate
courses in computer science. The IT professionals
should also find the book useful.
????IT??????????
?????MIDP2.0???????,??????????CLDC??????????
??????????10????
???????????????????/?????
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